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Gebrüder Weiss was established almost 500 years ago, so our Slovak
branch, which opened in 1993, is relatively recent. I am proud of how
much development we have already achieved in recent years in
Slovakia. As a full service logistics provider, we provide an extensive
range of services in Slovakia for the whole supply chain with a
connection to the global market. Our aim is to achieve the highest
level of customer satisfaction by offering tailor-made solutions for our
customers to achieve the best level of quality and performance.
Expert in High Tech / High Value
Segment
Our Senec warehouse (Local
Headquarters) is TAPA A certified
(highest level of warehouse
security) and we provide
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the highest level of storage/
cross dock security measures.
Shipments are connected
directly with our CCTV
monitoring software and are
tracked through the whole crossdock process.
Transport is monitored by our
security control tower, which
ensures a full transparent supply
chain with the highest possible
security.

launched a further development
in this segment, which will raise
our level of transparency for the
final customer to a new level.
Focus Automotive / Slovakia the
No. 1 automotive country
Our target of attaining the
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highest level of performance
and quality will be key to
developing further in the
automotive segment. Our
continuous improvement
process is a key factor in
reaching the next level. The
automotive industry is the most
important industrial sector in
Slovakia and so Gebrüder Weiss
is strongly focused on this area
and is implementing measures to
meet market expectations.

Home Delivery B2C / Focus on
Customer Care
The B2C segment is still growing
and we are fine-tuning our
products and processes to meet
market requirements. Customer
care, transparency and flexibility
in final mile delivery is becoming
ever more important. In addition
to the standard service of
carry-ups and installations in
the home delivery market, at
the beginning of this year we
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